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Summary

The RAND Corporation’s National Defense Research Institute conducted research and analysis to develop a decision aid framework (DAF) to assist the U.S. Department of Defense’s Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency (DCSA). We identified critical factors that enable or inhibit the provision of criminal history record information (CHRI) to DCSA from state, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) law enforcement agencies (LEAs) whose CHRI contributions are needed for vetting individuals as part of the background investigation (BI) process. In creating the DAF, we developed a process that would allow DCSA, when assessing which localities might benefit from targeted federal assistance, to prioritize SLTT LEA organizations according to DCSA goals.

Approach

SLTT LEA CHRI is critical to DCSA’s BI process, yet SLTT LEAs encounter a variety of barriers to CHRI sharing, which in turn hinders the vetting process. To assess which localities might benefit from targeted federal assistance, we developed a DAF that identifies and prioritizes SLTT LEA organizations based on the kind of assistance needed.

We completed our work in three main tasks. The first task included a survey of the statutory and regulatory authorities that govern the current process. A main effort of this task was to identify impediments that currently constrain DCSA collaboration with SLTT partners. For the second task, we analyzed data provided by DCSA to identify obstacles to efficient information-sharing and the SLTT organizations whose contributions are most important for vetting and processing BIs. In the final task, we employed visualization tools and advanced analytic techniques to display the analysis to help DCSA leadership make data-driven decisions regarding where intensified cooperation and application of federal resources could mitigate CHRI collection issues and thereby improve the efficiency of the vetting process.
Findings and Recommendations

The purpose of our research was to develop a tool for use by DCSA. In addition, we developed the following findings and recommendations:

- **DCSA’s CHRI collection is complicated by the myriad SLTT laws and policies regarding CHRI collection, maintenance, and sharing.** In particular, different jurisdictions have different laws for expunging and sealing records, reporting arrests and dispositions, collecting fingerprints, and automatically clearing records.
  - **Recommendations:**
    - Improve data collection and enable cooperation by providing LEAs with access to federal funding and assistance that could be used to modernize criminal history data collection, management, and sharing capabilities. New data collection acquisition and management capability would directly support DCSA efforts to streamline and improve and possibly accelerate personnel vetting processes.
    - Ensure all DCSA investigators are trained on local CHRI laws and policies so that they can address specific SLTT concerns about sharing CHRI.

- **SLTT information exchange between SLTT LEAs and DCSA is critical to DCSA’s vetting process; unfortunately, many SLTT LEAs lack the personnel, knowledge, technology, or funding to comply with their obligation to report CHRI in support of federal vetting.** Outdated and outmoded reporting systems frequently slow or obstruct DCSA’s CHRI collection, and manual CHRI sharing could impose additional burdens on both LEA employees’ and DCSA investigators’ time.
  - **Recommendations:**
    - Improve cooperation by providing LEAs with access to federal funding and assistance that could be used to modernize criminal history data collection, management, and sharing capabilities.
- Provide training, education, and direct assistance to SLTT LEAs for the purpose of streamlining access to historical and future CHRI data.\(^1\)

- The CHRI collection challenges that SLTTs face might be a product of SLTT laws and policies, the administrative burden the employees face in sharing CHRI, systemic barriers, government interaction through participation in federal programs, and structural conditions. By focusing on the potential causes of insufficient CHRI sharing, DCSA would be better positioned to mitigate those specific collection issues. Additional information regarding the interactions of SLTTs with DCSA investigators (staff and contractors) was not available to the researchers, but would almost certainly improve the utility of the DAF.

  - Recommendations:
    - Use the DAF to drive decisions on where intensified cooperation and application of federal resources could best mitigate CHRI collection issues and ultimately improve the efficiency and effectiveness of DCSA CHRI collection.
    - Collect data on SLTT-DCSA interactions for all DCSA investigators and update the data when challenges are resolved or new information becomes available. Ensure data quality and accuracy by implementing standards for entry.

---
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

Purpose

State, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) organizations provide criminal history record information (CHRI) for background investigations (BIs): data that is required for vetting current and prospective government employees, military service members, and contractor personnel. There are more than 18,000 law enforcement agencies (LEAs) in the United States, each housing various amounts of CHRI. These data are vital to the proper and full vetting of persons under suitability and fitness standards, including standards for determining eligibility for access to national security classified information, assignment to positions with sensitive duties, and access to government facilities and systems. Using statutory authority, delegations, and directions, the U.S. Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency (DCSA) conducts approximately 95 percent of all BIs on behalf of U.S. government departments and agencies.

---


4 See Executive Order 13869, Transferring Responsibility for Background Investigations to the Department of Defense, Washington, D.C.: The White House, April 24, 2019; and DCSA, DCSA Background Investigation Overview, September 22, 2020c.
The DCSA Law Enforcement Liaison Office (LELO) is working to address persistent challenges associated with federal background investigators’ access to SLTT CHRI, both for its own purposes and on behalf of the approximately 20 other federal agencies that conduct vetting investigations. Information exchange between SLTT LEAs and DCSA is critical to DCSA’s vetting process. Unfortunately, many SLTT LEAs lack the personnel, knowledge, technology, or funding to comply with their obligation to report CHRI in support of federal vetting. DCSA, at the outset of our study, explained that it had federal money to invest in assisting SLTT organizations to modernize criminal history data collection, management, and sharing capabilities and improve cooperation with DCSA. These new data acquisition and management capabilities would directly support DCSA efforts to streamline, improve, and possibly accelerate personnel vetting processing. Although DCSA was provided funding for this purpose, it lacked both a mechanism and the authority to disperse such funds. In addition, it did not possess a systemic approach for doing so. As a result, DCSA sought research and analytic support from the RAND Corporation to develop a framework and systemic approach to improve funding disbursement. This report provides both.

Pursuant to Section 1625 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020, the director of DCSA is to reduce the time and cost of SLTT CHRI for BIs required for vetting current and prospective government employees, military service members, and contractor personnel. The activities carried out in pursuit of this goal include training, education, and direct assistance to SLTT LEAs for the purpose of streamlining access to historical CHRI data. To assist DCSA in executing this remit, we identify critical factors that enable or inhibit the provision of CHRI to DCSA from

---

5 For more on the federal law that requires CHRI sharing with federal government agencies for background investigations, see U.S. Code, Title 5, Section 9101, Access to Criminal History Records for National Security and Other Purposes, 2011.


SLTT LEAs whose CHRI contributions are needed for vetting individuals as part of the BI process and who might benefit from federal assistance. The accompanying decision aid framework (DAF) is intended to help DCSA to prioritize SLTT LEA organizations according to DCSA goals and priorities.

Background

DCSA’s criminal history record checks for national security purposes are more extensive than other employment-related checks because of the sensitivity of the information handled. Because the investigation process relies heavily on centralized, nationwide CHRI repositories, such as those managed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the National Crime Information Center (NCIC), and the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (Nlets), the efficiency and accuracy of an investigation relies on the completeness and availability of CHRI data inputted into the system.8 Throughout an investigation, completeness and accuracy of CHRI data is important because it reduces the bureaucratic and administrative burdens of DCSA officers who must contact local LEAs when needed data is missing. As shown in Figure 1.1, if background investigators and adjudicators could get sufficient information from centralized databases (e.g., Nlets) during the automated record check phase, the amount of fieldwork needed to obtain missing or incomplete information would be reduced.9 This figure shows a simplified process. The more information gathered in the automated portion of the process, the quicker the case can move to adjudication.

8 Nlets is a private, nonprofit organization that provides law enforcement (LE) and criminal justice agencies with various criminal history information, including data on driver’s license and Interpol reporting. DCSA supplements its Interstate Identification Index (III) and NCIC checks with Nlets information. See Shawn Bushway, Douglas Ligor, and Stephanie Walsh, Process Review: Overview, Initial Observations & Potential Responses for DCSA’s State and Local CHRI Acquisition Process, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, forthcoming.

9 DCSA, 2020c.
Method

To assess what SLTT organizations must do to support DCSA’s BI process and what resources are required to accomplish this mission, we developed a DAF to assist DCSA’s development of a process to identify and prioritize critical SLTT LEA organizations whose CHRI contributions are needed for vetting individuals as part of the BI process and who might benefit from federal assistance. The study was conducted through three tasks.

In Task 1, we reviewed relevant instructions, policies, directives, manuals, and guidance on past and current activities related to accessing SLTT CHRI for BIs. We also reviewed research on nationwide CHRI collection.
We obtained data from DCSA on current collection efforts by DCSA government and contract staff. To supplement the data acquired from DCSA and to validate the analysis of that data, we gathered detailed information on processes for information gathering, process impediments, and potential remedial actions via interviews with DCSA and SLTT experts. In this stage, we interviewed experts across DCSA in Federal Investigative Records Enterprise, Field Ops, LELO, and headquarters to gain insight on DCSA practices and challenges. We also interviewed subject matter experts at the Integrated Justice Information Systems (IJIS) Institute for insight on SLTT CHRI–sharing capability.

For Task 2, using the information collected in Task 1, we identified data elements that were required to support a DAF for DCSA to inform application of future federal assistance. We coordinated with the sponsor to gather and aggregate relevant data on both DCSA and SLTT CHRI collection and consistent information shortfalls. We cleaned and organized the data for further analysis, assessed the quality and usability of the data, and determined whether analysis from existing data provided reliable results. This task was critical because the identification and structuring of data elements was necessary to the data analysis and, more importantly, was the basis on which the DAF was built and will be maintained for continued use by DCSA.

Finally, in Task 3, we used the information gathered in earlier tasks as inputs and developed the DAF as an Excel-based tool. In developing this tool, we considered the goal of enabling DCSA leadership to make data-driven decisions regarding where improved cooperation and application of federal resources could mitigate CHRI collection issues and thereby improve the efficiency of the vetting process. In pursuit of this goal, we identified where impediments to cooperation presented the greatest problems for the vetting process and, through use of sophisticated analysis and visualization tools, identified specific areas where DCSA investment in equipment, systems, or training for SLTT organizations might ameliorate these issues and streamline access to historical CHRI data.
Assumptions and Limitations

This study has several noteworthy assumptions and limitations. First, although DCSA interacts with multiple levels of LE, published research and data are not generally available at the local level. Data are also often lacking for tribes and territories. The DAF created for this study uses data generally aggregated at the state level; Washington, D.C., is included when information is available. The DAF is intended to provide broad guidance rather than an in-depth understanding of how to obtain CHRI from local agencies. Second, data presented in this report and the DAF are a snapshot in time; data collection occurred between May 2020 and December 2021. When possible, data sets from before the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic were used to avoid bias because of pandemic policy changes or exemptions that do not reflect standard practice. Third, because of data set limitations (i.e., maintenance and data entry), this version of the DAF does not include detailed information of DCSA encounters with LEAs. Future versions of the DAF could integrate more DCSA-owned data to improve its utility in aiding DCSA decisions and improving value.

Structure of the Report

In this report, we summarize information and findings identified from our research, analysis, and evaluation and identify best practices and recommendations for supporting DCSA. In Chapter 2, we discuss findings from our review of CHRI practices across SLTTs. In Chapter 3, we discuss the data that comprise the DAF and how to use the tool. In Chapter 4, we provide a consolidated list of findings, recommendations, and conclusions for DCSA consideration. The DAF tool is provided as a separate Microsoft Excel file.
CHAPTER TWO

Varying SLTT CHRI Practices and Their Impacts on DCSA

DCSA routinely collaborates with thousands of LEAs across all states, tribes, and territories. These organizations, although bound by federal law, operate under diverse state laws, local policies, and even agency-specific practices. An awareness of broader trends in varying CHRI practices across SLTTs is needed so that DCSA can understand how best to support its diverse partners and ultimately achieve its aim of efficiently and effectively acquiring the information needed to conduct BIs. Whereas previous research efforts to assess extant CHRI practices across the United States focused mostly on SLTT-level performances and modernization efforts, this study focused on utilizing the SLTT organizations’ CHRI performance data and analyzing them in a way that can provide valuable insights for DCSA concerning where investment in improved local processes can be of benefit.¹

A comprehensive understanding of CHRI practices across the nation, particularly as they relate to individual SLTT LEAs and criminal history data repositories, can aid DCSA in identifying where the greatest hurdles exist for their investigators and how to be more agile in navigating those challenges. DCSA’s BI process is not linear and only becomes more complicated if information is missing or inaccurate at different junctions of the process.² Given that every BI is unique, especially with CHRI data being pulled from different SLTTs, DCSA investigators and adjudicators cannot

¹ SEARCH, 2020a.
² See Bushway, Ligor, and Walsh, forthcoming, for a more detailed discussion on the DCSA BI process.
apply a one-size-fits-all approach for its processes. To ease the complication in this already nonlinear, multipart process, DCSA would benefit from federal and SLTT CHRI databases that are both complete and accurate, because they would reduce the barriers that an investigator or adjudicator might face during various steps of the investigation. Consequently, the efficiency and quality of the DCSA’s criminal BI processes hinges on the quality and accessibility of CHRI data. In addition, the DCSA investigators interviewed for this report stated that they adopt different practices in interacting with different SLTTs, some of which can require extra time and effort depending on the locale. Therefore, it was important for this study to gather existing criminal justice policies (as they pertain to CHRI) from across the country to gauge the overall standards and quality of CHRI practices.

To do this, our literature review aimed to explore existing legislation and policies governing various aspects of CHRI across the SLTTs and aggregate this information into a single data set.3

Method

This study includes the results of publicly available reports pertaining to CHRI practices across the United States, particularly SEARCH reports, the IJIS Institute, and the DOJ.

The literature review targeted various aspects of existing LE practices, including legislation, regulations, policies, and practices as they pertain to CHRI across the SLTTs. For instance, LE laws such as cite and release, state definitions for felony and misdemeanor, fingerprinting requirements across the United States, and various other components were collected for the data set. We also reviewed CHRI practices to gauge overall CHRI data quality, including factors such as rap sheet quality, digitization of criminal records, database maintenance practices, and interstate record shareability, across the SLTTs.

3 Most of the literature came from the DOJ, the IJIS Institute, and various SEARCH reports available to the public domain. See References for more information.
Findings by Section

Technological Systems and Web Portals

In general, the study found that many states were in the process of making major transformations in their current CHRI processes. Some of these critical changes included the updating of SLTT computerized criminal history (CCH) systems, automated fingerprint identification systems (AFISs), and state message switches. These technological systems are critical for SLTTs to maintain accurate information for their respective CHRI repositories and to enable effective inter- and intrastate sharing of criminal information (see Box 1). Using the 2018 SEARCH findings, we found that the average age of CCH systems across the SLTTs was 7.23 years, message switch was 6.07 years, and AFIS 2.96 years. Figure 2.1 shows the ages of each technology system.

In addition, having a robust and up-to-date technological system to track CHRI is particularly critical because of the increase in the number of individual records entered into the criminal history repository. From 2008 to 2018, the United States saw an increase in criminal history input by 21.9 percent. Updated technological systems allow for greater accuracy and scalability when entering large amounts of data. Furthermore, thanks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical Indicator on Technological Systems and Web Portals</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Fees associated with criminal history reports for local or state criminal justice agencies

---

4. The Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) routinely provides grant funding to SLTTs to update these systems through their National Criminal History Improvement Program and the NICS Act Records Improvement Program.


to technological advancements allowing for cloud hosting and automation, CHRI data can now be more easily shared across systems, and inefficiencies caused by manual processes can be reduced with the latest technology, although regulatory barriers could inhibit these advancements. DCSA inherently benefits from SLTTs updating their technological systems because this eases CHRI data collection efforts.

Many local LEAs still maintain paper-based records, which means the only way to obtain their data is by conducting local field investigations. If adjudicators indicate missing data in the investigation that requires record checks at the local level, this could potentially cause additional administrative burden and delays for DCSA.

Furthermore, the policies for sharing these background checks and criminal history reports with investigators varied widely across SLTTs, mostly in terms of their accessibility and fees. Navigating the fee structure and access to SLTT-level CHRI data can be problematic for DCSA. In some instances, states do not offer web-based criminal justice background
checks at all, and other states limit them from public usage. In addition, fees for the web-based services varied, ranging from flat fees of $4 to $25 per check. Some states also charged varying amounts depending on the type of web-based check required. SLTTs charge varying fees for criminal history reports requested by local and state criminal justice agencies. Fees for access to the digital database vary widely among different SLTTs from free to thousands of dollars. The fee structures are also varied—for instance, some states charge for individual types of reports, some charge agencies annual or quarterly subscription-based access to their databases, and some charge per VPN access or even physical page count.

Laws on Expungement, Sealing, and Automatic Record Clearing

Policy and legislation governing CHRI policies across the SLTTs affect DCSA because different practices can complicate DCSA’s ability to gather CHRI (see Box 2). Such gaps in CHRI data create increased work for investigators because they must contact local courts or use other methods of

---

**BOX 2**

**Critical Indicators on Laws on Expungement, Sealing, and Automatic Record Clearing**

- Authority to expunge, seal, or set aside convictions
- Automatic record clearing

---

7 DCSA does not use the state web-based portals, but rather uses III, Nlets, and occasionally direct terminal access in situations where Nlets is not available. DCSA might consider completing a review of the utility of existing databases used for direct terminal access to identify best practices and determine which most effectively provide complete investigatory data. This insight can be used by DCSA to help direct funding to organizations so that any upgrades to digital capabilities synchronize with DCSA needs.

8 Data were derived from Goggins and DeBacco, 2020. Fee structures could have changed since data were gathered for this report.

9 Although Nlets and III do not require a fee, DCSA might need to pay fees in states in which it does not use Nlets.
investigation to fill in these gaps. Sometimes these gaps become permanent, affecting the overall quality of the investigation.

Different laws governing regulations for expungements and sealing for various SLTTs could create inconsistent reports for different BIs depending on the state. Although DCSA is entitled to sealed records under Title V, some LEAs do not know or recognize this and might not share them at the local law check stage. For instance, Texas does not provide relief of felony convictions and authorizes sealing of misdemeanor cases only when the individual has no prior convictions or, for more serious misdemeanors, deferred dispositions after a two-year waiting period. In Missouri, the law allows expungement of all non–Class A felonies and all misdemeanors (subject to list of exceptions for more violent crimes). In Alaska, there is no statute or regulation that outlines authority for its LEAs to seal or expunge adult conviction or nonconviction records. Although DCSA should have access to expunged and sealed records, compliance issues could occur if LEAs do not understand DCSA’s federally granted authorities in this space. Furthermore, SLTTs have varying levels of stringency governing their expungement and sealing policies (see Figure 2.2), which could potentially affect the type of records DCSA receives (or does not receive) for its BIs.

SLTTs also have a variety of laws governing the prevalence of automatic record clearing, which allows for records to be cleared without a petition (and often for free). More than 20 states allow some type of automatic record relief. For example, in 2020, Michigan passed a law that allows for a variety of nonconvictions, misdemeanors, and some felonies to be automatically cleared from individuals’ records. These records are expunged automati-

10 DCSA has access to these sealed records through III and Nlets.
Varying SLTT CHRI Practices and Their Impacts on DCSA


Varying record-keeping practices across SLTTs affects DCSA’s investigation process in several ways and ultimately can have a negative effect on the adjudication process if these practices keep investigators from fully gathering all pertinent CHRI (see Box 3). State differences in record-keeping practices include the management of warrants, citations, and protection orders. These files, although not related to a formal conviction, provide DCSA with important context for their BIs. Only five states maintain statewide citation files that augment the state criminal history repository.15
The primary purpose of statewide protection orders and citation files is not to provide data for DCSA’s investigation; however, these files include information that would not be available in the state repository and thus help fill in gaps in CHRI.\textsuperscript{16} If states do not maintain such files, DCSA can still receive this information, but it must be entered directly into NCIC by LEAs or courts. If the information is entered into local systems, electronic repositories then allow for quicker confirmation of protection orders and citations, and automation increases the efficiency of the transmission of data to NCIC (and reduces the likelihood of human error), helping to prevent delays in the investigation process.\textsuperscript{17} Maintaining files for these types of data helps ensure that there are no gaps or inconsistencies in an individual’s CHRI. Similarly, maintaining warrant and protection order files enables repositories to capture more data points and reduces gaps in BI information. Washington, D.C., and 40 states have statewide protection order files containing more than two million records.\textsuperscript{18}


\textsuperscript{18} Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.
Given the saliency of felonies in DCSA investigations, the ability of states to flag felonies is important because it lets investigators immediately recognize whether an offense is a felony in the state of conviction, again reducing delays in the investigation.\footnote{Becki Goggins, \textit{Findings and Emerging Trends from the 2016 Survey of State Criminal History Information Systems}, SEARCH, April 2, 2018.} Forty-one states can immediately flag felonies to identify whether an individual was convicted of a felony.\footnote{Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.}

Data quality also has an important effect on states’ ability to report CHRI, and it follows that states whose data are audited are likely to have better-quality data. The FBI audits states periodically to ensure the quality and accessibility of data. Repositories can contribute to these efforts through internal audits. Twenty-eight states perform internal audits of data quality, but only nine states and Washington, D.C., perform internal audits multiple times per year. Four states perform such audits annually, and the other 14 perform them only every two or more years.\footnote{Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.}

\section*{Cite and Release Practices}

For misdemeanor offenses, most states’ LE officers “ticket” the offender with a citation in lieu of a formal arrest; this is called cite and release. Cite and release programs provide various types of benefits that make the process more efficient, specifically reducing the time required for LE officers to complete an encounter. However, because citation does not typically warrant fingerprinting, the biometric identifier required to generate a criminal history arrest entry is not provided (see Box 4). As a result, the arrest records for offenders who were cited and released often goes missing. This is prob-

\begin{tcolorbox}
\textbf{BOX 4}  
\textbf{Critical Indicator on Cite and Release Practices}  

- Cite and release arrests without fingerprints
\end{tcolorbox}
lematic, because it exacerbates an existing issue of states being unable to link court dispositions to an arrest record. Furthermore, studies have shown that cite and release arrestees are less likely to appear in court; failure-to-appear rates range from approximately 15 percent to 40 percent. This can be especially problematic for DCSA adjudicators, because they check for both arrest records and final dispositions (if any exist) in the individual’s investigation report. Although DCSA does not count states as being non-compliant if the number of missing arrest records for less serious offenses remains low, accurate BIs require accurate arrest records.

Furthermore, cite and release practices are inconsistently adopted across the SLTTs. Only half the states use cite and release for violations and misdemeanors; 16 states use them for misdemeanors and select felonies; and four states, Washington, D.C., and Guam do not routinely use cite and release practices. Furthermore, 54 percent of states have statutes that require courts to order the offender who was cited and released to be fingerprinted either before or after the initial court hearing, although four states have departmental rules in place to do the same. The remaining states do not have policies in place for fingerprinting cited and released offenders. In total, 46 states cite and release in some fashion (see Figure 2.3).

---

27 Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.
FIGURE 2.3
2018 SEARCH Cite and Release and Fingerprinting Data

Cite and release practices

- LEAs do not routinely cite and release (C&R)
- C&R for violations only
- C&R for violations and misdemeanors only
- C&R for all offenses (including felonies)

Fingerprinting of individuals who have been issued citations in lieu of arrest

- State law requiring courts to order persons who have not been fingerprinted to do so
- State policy or administrative rule to order persons who have not been fingerprinted to do so

States’ Participation in Interstate and National Exchange of CHRI

DCSA adjudicators rely on Nlets and the III (including NCIC) to obtain CHRI for their BIs. The FBI’s III links to Next Generation Identification (NGI) and serves as the data-indexing (integration) mechanism for biometric and nonbiometric CHRI searches. CHRI in the FBI III also receives Universal Control Numbers (UCNs) for records and tracking.

NCIC has shared data management responsibilities with federal, state, local, tribal, territorial (FSLTT) entities and links to the FBI’s III. The NCIC contains 21 additional descriptors (e.g., domestic violence and fugitive status). The FBI maintains the operational status of the NCIC (e.g., telecommunications infrastructure), whereas state-level criminal justice information system agencies are responsible for providing NCIC access to local LE organizations. State LE agencies are responsible for updating information in the NCIC or reporting errors to DCSA representatives.


29 Unlike the NGI, data contained with the III includes “only names and personal identification information relating to persons who have been arrested or indicted for a serious criminal offense anywhere in the country” or nonbiometric data. See Code of Federal Regulations, Title 28, Part 20, Criminal Justice Information Systems, May 20, 1975.

Nlets can be used to search both state CHRI databases and state Department of Motor Vehicle records. Nlets is not used to search FBI records, but it does search the same databases as III (with name, not fingerprint). Nlets receives state-level funding; each state has one Nlets point of contact and is governed by regionally appointed Nlets directors. DCSA has validated use of Nlets for security clearance investigations in 25 states and employs traditional information gathering (e.g., investigator interviews) for the remaining states.

SLTT LEAs’ compliance and participation in national compacts that allow for ease of sharing CHRI data are critical to maintaining accurate information in these repositories (see Box 5). As of July 2019, 34 states ratified the National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact, and 10 states, American Samoa, Guam, and Puerto Rico have signed the memoranda of understanding (MOU). Ratifying the compact effectively allows the FBI and ratifying states to participate in the noncriminal justice access program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical Indicators on States’ Participation in Interstate and National Exchange of CHRI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• CHRI retrievable through III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nlets participant validated by DCSA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

31 Bushway et al., 2022.
34 These compacts primarily concern state-to-state information-sharing. Although this does not directly concern DCSA, the broader information-sharing environment and states’ willingness to enter such agreements could suggest increased willingness to cooperate with DCSA and other federal CHRI sharing initiatives.
of III. The compact creates a legal framework by which states can access III for noncriminal justice purposes because it supersedes any conflicting state laws for interstate exchange of CHRI. It also allows states to help set III policy through the compact council. Furthermore, states must sign the compact to participate in the state-owned National Fingerprint File (NFF), partially because the compact reduces NFF’s operation costs by eliminating duplicate maintenance of records by the FBI. Signing an MOU allows states to declare support for the rules, policies, and procedures of the compact without undertaking the lengthier process of ratifying it. Like ratification, signing of an MOU enables states to support the III system purpose codes allowing the exchange of CHRI. However, states with MOUs are not allowed to participate in the council, and they might not fully implement the compact without ratification. Figure 2.4 shows the current compact state and states that signed the MOU.

The FBI’s NGI system shares data linkage with the III and appends existing FBI records based on state-owned information. The NGI houses biometric CHRI (e.g., iris-scans, palm prints, and body tattoos) that is not included in other FBI or state-owned repositories. Each CHRI identity receives an FBI UCN to establish unique tracking identification. The NGI’s National Rap Back service notifies other FSLTT agencies and departments when activities are reported to NGI on “persons who are licensed

36 The FBI responds to noncriminal justice background check inquiries on behalf of the state if the state doesn’t support the purposed code provided for the request.

37 DCSA has access to these sealed records through III and Nlets.

38 Although 34 states have ratified the compact, only 20 fully participate in the NFF. The states that do not fully participate rely on outdated AFISs, which sometimes lack the technical capacity to meet the NFF participation qualifications (established by the compact council), or rely on legacy AFISs that cannot meet fingerprint identification standards that enable full participation. The root cause for both reasons is that states cannot or will not complete expensive AFIS upgrades for access to the NFF alone but prefer to wait for their scheduled AFIS enhancements. Goggins, 2021; and National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact, Frequently Asked Questions Regarding the National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact Act of 1998, Version 5.1, May 2015.


40 The NGI is replacing legacy integrated automated fingerprint identification systems. See RAND, FBI, and BJS, 2020.
or employed (e.g., schoolteachers and day-care workers) or who are under criminal justice supervision or investigation, eliminating the need for repeated background checks on a person from the same agency.\textsuperscript{41}

**Disposition Reporting Practices**

The literature review revealed significant variation in current CHRI practices across SLTTs in the United States when it comes to various collection of data and reporting processes. One such concern was the SLTT LEAs’ interim disposition reporting practice, which varied widely across the United States (see Box 6). Interim disposition informs the status of an arrest or charges that have not reached its conclusion. Most outcomes result in adjudications

or dismissals, but during this process of prosecution and reaching a final verdict, interim dispositions help to inform courts and LEAs of the status of the case. Interim dispositions reporting is particularly helpful because final dispositions typically take significant time to process. SEARCH found that only 50 percent of states posted interim dispositions, whereas only about 33 percent of states and Guam incorporated their criminal case filings in their CHRI (see Table 2.1).42

Local prosecutors can provide final dispositions that otherwise might be overlooked. For example, prosecutors often dispose of cases by declining to file charges or through diversion programs.43 When prosecutors decline to file charges, the charges are never brought before the court, meaning the prosecutor might be the sole source of information on the outcome of the disposition. This also happens when an individual completes a prefiling diversion program. As of 2018, there were 34 states in which local prosecutors sent final court dispositions to the state. Eight of those 34 states received those dispositions through an automated prosecutors’ case management system (CMS) centralized at the state level.44 Seven states received final disposition through prosecutors’ CMS at the local level. There are also

---

43 SEARCH, 2020a.
44 Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.
TABLE 2.1
Interim Disposition and Indictment and Active Case Reporting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practicea</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>No. of States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interim dispositions (including felony case filings and indictments)</td>
<td>Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, and Oklahoma</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other interim dispositions (not including felony case filings and indictments)</td>
<td>Arkansas, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Maine, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont, and Wisconsin</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only indictments are reported as interim dispositions</td>
<td>Alabama, Ohio, and South Carolina</td>
<td>3 and Guam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: aPractice refers to the information that is reported to the state criminal history repository.

19 states in which local prosecutors send dispositions as paper files, and 11 states use a mix of automated and paper means. In addition, 28 states report on interim dispositions to update ongoing cases. Sixteen states add this information to the criminal history record. These indictment practices provide more information to DCSA, filling in gaps in CHRI.

Interim disposition reporting is important for DCSA because if records from central CHRI databases show incomplete or missing dispositions, the investigating officer needs to reach out individually to the courts to obtain information, which can create administrative burden. In addition, in 2018, 13 states reported that one-quarter or more of all dispositions received might not be linked to specific arrest records.45 Missing or inaccurate dispositions and arrest records can stem from a variety of reasons, such as failure by the arresting agency to submit reports, errors in data submission,
erroneous fingerprinting, and data entry backlogs. Data entry backlogs can be problematic: In 2018, 20 states reported more than two million court dispositions that were yet to be submitted in the repository. Automation can typically help with remedying these types of inefficiencies, and based on information from 2018, it appears that most states are adopting the new automation system to report court dispositions in their state repositories (see Figure 2.5).46 These types of data gaps can create larger investigative burden and potentially yield inaccurate results for DCSA’s adjudicators.

FIGURE 2.5
Automated Court Disposition Reporting, 2018


Limitations

Despite our efforts to be exhaustive in the data collection, the aggregated data set had multiple components that could not be filled because of lack of data availability. This was particularly true for U.S. territories where data sets were often missing. It’s critical to capture accurate CHRI data for U.S. territories, particularly for places with large military recruitment and presence such as Guam. In addition, because the aggregated data set looked only at CHRI practices at the state level, it does not capture the more detailed practices at the county, city, or township levels, which affects DCSA’s data collection practices. Given that BIs for national security typically require more in-depth probing of past criminal history records of individuals, unveiling CHRI practices at the local level might provide DCSA with a better understanding of how to obtain CHRI data from local agencies.

For future DCSA studies, CHRI practices at the state, local, and territorial levels should be explored in-depth and should include criminal data repository systems, plans for updating existing systems, and collection of DCSA data to gauge how often local-level data are engaged in the overall BI process.

In addition, these data sets should be seen as valid information only as a snapshot in time. Most of the data used were based on SEARCH findings from 2018 that were officially published in 2020, then implemented into this report in 2021. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic might also have affected how LEAs updated their technological platforms or carried out their policy revisions to update their CHRI practices.

How Will This Information Be Used for the DAF?

In our literature review, we summarized existing legislation and policies governing various aspects of CHRI across the SSLTs. In so doing, we identi-

48 Analyzing CHRI data at the local township level was out of the scope for this research. In addition, compiled data at the lower local levels across all SLTTs were not available.
fied multiple critical indicators regarding SLTT CHRI collection and retention that appeared particularly relevant for DCSA’s activities and for which we were able to find data for most, if not all, of the states. This data has been aggregated into a single repository, discussed in the next chapter.
CHAPTER THREE

Decision Aid Framework

This DAF identifies the activities that reduce the time and cost of accessing SLTT CHRI. The DAF’s main objectives are to:

- Identify opportunities for DCSA resource investment to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the background check vetting through greater access to CHRI.
- Identify localities that could leverage additional resources to improve provision of CHRI to DCSA to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the background check vetting.¹

In constructing the DAF, we drew from a broad suite of documentation, literature reviews, other data, and interviews to develop a multivariable ranking system that aims to support DCSA in achieving its decision objectives. The DAF ranks localities based on 24 indicators across six factors that influence how each locality actively participates in the background vetting process. The end ranking is derived from an indexed score that is weighted according to DCSA priorities. In this chapter, we describe the components and use of the DAF.

Terminology

To develop the DAF, we used a set of assumptions and terms to describe the core theoretical operations of the multivariable ranking system. In the

¹ We currently define localities as the 50 states and Washington, D.C., but other territorial, tribal, and local data could be added in future iterations of the DAF.
following section, we define and describe the following assumptions and terms:

- **Indicator**: a variable that is used to capture variation between localities. The indicators were selected because of their importance to CHRI collection.
- **Factor**: an assigned grouping of indicators.
- **Score**: a value that is assigned to each indicator based on data type. For qualitative indicators we used a five-point scale; for quantitative variables, we broke scores up into quintiles and maintained the Boolean data on a 0/1 basis.
- **Index**: a way to compile one score from a variety of data sources and types that represents the overall condition of a measured outcome. These composite measures allow for the interlinking of different data types in a summary of the overall “macro” condition of the topic or concept being indexed. An index is helpful for giving the decision maker a high-level view across factors in the index.
- **Weighting**: a system that changes the raw values of the index to account for preferences, priority, and asymmetry of information in the system. We used a standard 0–1 weighting scale for simplicity.

**Method**

Our DAF uses a multiparameter ranking method, which we have derived from multiattribute utility theory (MAUT). MAUT is an analytic framework that was developed to evaluate individual decisions made by a single decisionmaker under risk given an incomplete set of information (asymmetrical information). For our purposes, we moved beyond an individual
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decisionmaker and examined a larger set of parameters that could inform an institutional-level decision under asymmetrical information.\(^3\)

Our study used the data sources and critical indicators identified in the literature review to build the DAF. To capture the level of data variation we were interested in, we combine two types of variables. The first type is an indicator—a discrete measurement of specific information available to a decisionmaker, which can be scored. The second type is a factor, which is a grouping of relevant indicators. These factors are then indexed to form a base score by which each locality can be ranked.

The multivariable ranking approach in the DAF combines both qualitative and quantitative information to help the decisionmaker to deploy resources in support of program decisions and to track progress across time. We used a three-step process to develop our DAF (see Figure 3.1). Each step in the process included a reevaluation of the data, literature, and documentation (described in Chapter 2), allowing for iteration and refinement. Not all data was complete for all 50 states and Washington, D.C.; indicators for which no relevant information was available received missing data scores.

- **Step 1**: Data was scoped, sorted, and organized into a system review structured by data type.
- **Step 2**: Indicators were scored and normalized across data type, and the localities were organized by factor scores composed of component indicator scores.

• **Step 3**: Priority was assigned through the weighting schema, and the results were indexed and ranked from highest to lowest weighted index score.

**Indicators and Factors**

*Indicators* are variables used to capture variation between localities in their ability to support CHRI collection. The indicators are drawn from literature reviews, source documents, and open-source data, as described in Chapter 2. After gathering and constructing the indicators discussed previously, we next worked to develop the factors. These factors group similar indicators together to draw more tangible insights and allow decisionmakers to make targeted judgments. For example, if a locality has a highly functioning administrative process system with limited administrative burden, then the total demand for DCSA resources should be lower than a locality with a higher level of administrative burden. Thus, a locality with factor value higher than the overall administrative burden average is in less need for resources and, therefore, ranks higher than a locality with a lower score and a higher assistance demand. Table 3.1 lists all the current factors and associated indicators.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Administrative burden         | • Repository receipt of final case dispositions from local prosecutors  
• Rap sheet performance  
• Cite and release arrests without fingerprints  
• Authority to expunge, seal, or set aside convictions  
• Receipt of court dispositions by automated means | The degree to which requirements, information collection, and administrative rules limit or impede DCSA's criminal background check process                                                                                   |
| Systematized barriers         | • Warrant file maintained by locality  
• Indictment information posted to the criminal history record by locality  
• Statewide citation file maintained by locality  
• Protection order file maintained by locality  
• Charge-tracking information (interim dispositions) on the criminal history record to show case status through the criminal justice process collected by locality | The systematic barriers that DCSA might face when attempting to report or collect relevant information as prescribed by statute                                                                                  |
| Legislative and policy complexity | • Fees associated with criminal history reports for local or state criminal justice agencies  
• Protection orders entered into NCIC  
• Use of Rapid ID  
• Internal audits of data quality  
• Attempts to locate missing disposition information before responding to fingerprint-based noncriminal justice inquiries  
• Felony flagging capability  
• Automatic record clearing | Complexities of the legislative policy environment that drive decisions and political and legislative choices by the localities that shape the type of reporting that can occur |
| Interaction with federal government | • CHRI retrievable through III  
• Nlets participant validated by DCSA | The extent to which a locality participates in federal programs that are designed to ease the background check process                                                                                       |
The following sections describe the groupings of indicators under specific factors, how we evaluated the individual indicators, and how this information contributed to furthering DCSA’s mission. The groupings of indicators were subjective and determined by our analysis of how those indicators would most affect DCSA.4

Administrative Burden

In interviews, DCSA headquarters and field staff emphasized the limited resources—regarding both LEA funding and personnel availability—to take on the additional tasks of CHRI information-sharing. Obtaining CHRI, particularly in complicated situations or where additional steps are required to gather information, can therefore constitute an administrative burden to LEA staff. For our administrative burden factor, the variables are designed to capture the degree to which requirements, information collection, and administrative rules either limit or impede DCSA’s criminal background check process. The indicators used to measure administrative burden include rap sheet performance, whether the repository receives any final case dispositions from local prosecutors, whether the locality conducts cite and release arrests without fingerprints, locality expungement or sealing, and the percentage of court dispositions added by automatic means.

4 Indicators can be moved from one factor category to another with minor adjustments to the Excel formulas in the DAF.
We considered rap sheet performance to contribute to administrative burden because it is an intricate part of the information collection process. Because DCSA needs these criminal background histories to conduct an adequate review, weaknesses in the rap sheet materially contribute to the amount of time the agency needs to spend on any given individual BI. Rap sheet performance was evaluated on how many weaknesses were found: the more weaknesses, the lower the score.\(^5\)

- Localities with no weaknesses in formatting received a 5.
- Localities with a few weaknesses that should not materially affect the security clearance review received a 4.
- Localities with weaknesses that should cause moderate impairment received a 3.
- Localities with weaknesses that will cause significant impairment received a 2.
- Localities with weaknesses that will severely impair the process received a 1.

We coded whether the repository receives any final case dispositions from local prosecutors as a simple yes or no, with a binary (0 or 1) score. Localities in which the repository does receive the final case disposition received a 1, and those in which the repository does not receive the final case disposition received a 0. Similar to the scaled variables, this indicator shares the attribute of contributing to the information collection process for DCSA; therefore, we included these indicators as part of administrative burden. Any requirement or administrative rule that makes it easier for the agency to collect the necessary data contributes to this process.

We also coded the extent to which localities have the authority to expunge, seal, or set aside convictions. The more expunged or sealed records there are, the more opportunities there are for the relevant locality to refuse to report or to be unable to report information on the incident. Furthermore,

\(^5\) Weaknesses are the number and severity of issues that could be improved in rap sheets. See SEARCH, State Criminal History Records Profiles: Prepared for the Performance Accountability Council (PAC) Program Management Office (PMO), April 10, 2020b.
localities that make it easier to get expungements would be more likely to refuse or be unable to turn over expunged or sealed records. Accordingly, this indicator was included in administrative burden. Localities were given the following scores based on their level of authority:6

- Localities with broader felony and misdemeanor relief received a 1.
- Localities with limited felony and misdemeanor relief received a 2.
- Localities with misdemeanor and pardoned felonies relief received a 3.
- Localities with misdemeanor relief scored a 4.
- Localities with no general sealing or set aside scored a 5.

We identified which localities cite and release without fingerprinting. As these incidents create a gap in the individual’s CHRI that investigators must use additional time and resources to fill, they fall within administrative burden. Localities were scored on a scale from 1 to 4 based on the offenses for which localities cite and release without fingerprints.7

- Localities that cite and release without fingerprinting for criminal offenses, including felonies, scored a 1.
- Localities that cite and release for violations and misdemeanors scored a 2.
- Localities that cite and release only for violations received a 3.
- Localities that do not cite and release received a 4.

We also examined the method by which court dispositions were added to a digital repository. When courts use automatic means to report dispositions to repository, DCSA theoretically can access that repository to gather all needed information without having to spend time with individual clerks and courts. Accordingly, this indicator was included under administrative
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7 Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.
burden. This indicator includes data on the percentage of court dispositions that were reported to locality repositories through automated means.\textsuperscript{8}

- Localities with .00 through .20 received a 1.
- Localities with .21 through .40 received a 2.
- Localities with .41 through .60 received a 3.
- Localities with .61 through .80 received a 4.
- Localities with .81 through 1 received a 5.

**Systematized Barriers**

Outdated and outmoded reporting systems are some of the frequent problems DCSA confronts when aggregating the information necessary to conduct a review. Localities vary in the degree to which they deploy updated technology and whether they follow reporting standards. The indicators in this factor are designed to assess the barriers to entry that DCSA might face when attempting to report or collect relevant information. Several indicators comprise this factor: whether the locality maintains a warrant file, collects charge-tracking information on the criminal history record to show case statuses through the criminal justice process, posts indictment information to the criminal history record, maintains a statewide citation file, and maintains a protection order file. All indicators above were scored through a simple binary (yes or no) coding scheme. Localities that collect or post the information to the criminal history record received a yes (coded as a 1), and the localities that do not maintain such information received a no (coded as a 0).

The five indicators under systematized barriers reflect the degree to which DCSA will need to rely on manual transfers of data and, therefore, reflect the amount of additional work DCSA will need to do because the information is not centrally located or is incomplete. If the locality does not maintain a warrant file or post indictment information to the criminal history record, DCSA would have to find a different way to aggregate that data. This is especially important for localities that DCSA has flagged for in-person visits because of a history of missed felony convictions on criminal history records.

\textsuperscript{8} Goggins and DeBacco, 2020.
Legislative and Policy Complexity of Criminal Reporting Systems

Legislation and other policy created by the states and local LEAs can also shape the criminal reporting environment. For example, some localities charge federal agencies for the use of data streams. This factor comprises the following seven indicators:

1. Fees associated with criminal history reports for local or state criminal justice agencies
2. Whether the locality is currently employing Rapid ID
3. Whether the locality has felony flagging capability
4. Whether protection orders are entered into the NCIC
5. Whether internal local audits of data quality are contributing to audits the locality conducted
6. Whether localities attempt to locate missing disposition information from repositories before responding to fingerprint-based non-criminal justice inquiries
7. Whether state or local laws allow for automatic record clearing.

Fees associated with the criminal history reports use a scaled score because of the wide disparity in amounts that localities charge. The premise behind the coding was: the higher the fee, the more of an obstacle for DCSA to obtain the record, and the lower the score.

- Localities without a charge received a 5.
- Localities with potential charges or local LE caveats received a 4.
- Localities with low recurring charges, guaranteed charges, or multiple conditions received a 3.
- Localities with recurring charges in the several hundreds of dollars range received a 2.
- Localities with fees that could go up to several thousand received a 1.

We employed the yes or no classification scheme (with a corresponding binary [0 or 1] coding) for the remaining indicators.
Interaction with Federal Government

State and local governments interact with the federal government for a variety of reasons related to CHRI sharing. This factor is designed to measure the extent to which the localities participate in federal programs that are designed to ease the background check process. Because of this, we measure the factor with two yes or no indicators: whether CHRI data can be retrieved through III and whether DCSA has validated the use of Nlets for the locality. We considered these elements to be a part of the interaction between levels of government because III participation and Nlets validation allow DCSA rapid and efficient access to CHRI.

Structural Conditions

Interviews with DCSA administrative and field personnel revealed several structural conditions that affect the background check process. We captured these structural factors with several quantitative elements: the percentage of the population that lives in a rural area, the total number of crimes committed in the state, and how much the locality spends on police.

Interviews revealed that a locality’s urban/rural divide affects the security clearance process. Interviewees discussed how operating in rural areas can cause bottlenecks because of where the records were stored. One respondent said that they went to a rural LE office only to be told that the records were stored at the courthouse. Such instances increase the amount of time DCSA needs to spend to conduct any given search, both because of travel and the need to interact with more than one office (explaining what DCSA is doing, why the records are necessary, etc.). All data on the urban/rural divide comes from the 2010 U.S. Census (the 2020 version was unavailable when we compiled the data). The specific measure we took from the U.S. Census was the percentage of the population that lives in a rural area as a proxy for the number of people DCSA might have to investigate in any given area. The most rural localities received a 1, the least rural localities received a 5; we then normalized these scores to fall between 0 and 1. The coding scheme is based on DCSA feedback in interviews: The localities that are the
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most rural raise the likelihood of DCSA having to interact with the small offices, with diverse record keeping, and with additional travel time.

The next structural indicator we included was the total number of crimes committed in each locality. The total number of crimes in an area could affect the amount of time and effort DCSA spends compiling the background check portfolio. We constructed this indicator by combining the total number of property crimes with the total number of violent crimes.10 We then took the average number of total crimes per locality from 1960 to 2012 to arrive at a uniform measure. Localities with the highest crime totals received a 1, and the localities with the lowest crime totals received a 5; all scores were then normalized to 0–1. We employed the average number of crimes in each locality to account for the likely difficulties DCSA could face when obtaining and evaluating arrest records and criminal histories. When a locality has had a significant number of crimes over a sustained period, DCSA will need to both locate those records and ensure their accuracy. As the number of records DCSA has to review increases, there is a greater likelihood that files will be missed or the records obtained will not be accurate. With a large number of crimes, there is also an increased possibility of obtaining false records. For example, if DCSA is reviewing the security clearance packet for someone named John Smith in California, there are likely to be far more arrest records under that name compared with an investigation of John Smith in Wyoming.

The last structural indicator we included was locality expenditures on police.11 Localities that spend a larger percentage of funds on the police might have more developed technological infrastructures to handle and process DCSA’s requests more efficiently. Following the established procedure, we took the average expenditures on police per locality and separated into quintiles. The localities with the highest expenditures received a 5, and the localities with the lowest expenditures received a 1; scores were then normalized. We similarly employed average year numbers to account for trickle down effects, and legacy problems and to prevent outliers. For


example, if Kentucky spent little money on its police from 2010 to 2020, but then boosted the budget in 2021, the average year figure would account for the problems still present in 2021. Investments in technological infrastructure and administrative personnel take time to effect lasting change. The 2021 budget would not necessarily have produced tangible improvements that would need to overcome the problems introduced by a decade of neglect, especially compared with localities that spent an average higher amount from 2010 to 2020 but did not spend as much in 2021. Therefore, we employed the average locality expenditures on police to reflect as well as possible the locality’s investments in its LE capabilities.

Index Generation
To arrive at a final rank for each locality, indicators first had to be transformed into a format that was cross-comparable and able to be aggregated into factors. Indicators described above that were not scored on a 0–1 scale were normalized to values between 0 and 1. These normalized scores were then multiplied by weights (based on user-set priorities). The raw factor score is generated by averaging the final normalized and weighted component indicator scores. The values for all the normalized factor scores were then divided by 5 (the number of factors described above) and multiplied by 100 to arrive at the index score.

DCSA Adjustment
The index score was further modified before arriving at the final rank. We incorporated DCSA data to assess both the overall quantity and the priority of investigations that DCSA conducts in each locality. This factor does not directly assess a locality’s ability to share CHRI and so was not included in the index above. Rather, these indicators were used to adjust the index score to emphasize appropriately a locality’s importance to DCSA’s investigation process.

Using the total law check counts in each locality between January 1, 2020, and February 28, 2020, as a proxy for investigation quantity, we calculated the percentage of each locality’s investigations out of all investigations.\(^{12}\)

\(^{12}\) Law checks—investigator-led searches conducted by field operations staff—were used as a proxy for overall investigations due to data availability. Law checks are init-
As a proxy for investigation priority, we calculated the percentage of high-priority (Tier 5 and Tier 4) law checks for each locality between January 1, 2020, and February 28, 2020. Calculated in this way, the higher values indicate that the locality conducted more Tier 5 and Tier 4 investigations and is therefore more important to DCSA’s investigation process. As other metrics are calculated so that low scores indicate that more assistance is needed, the scores for this factor were then subtracted from 1 so that lower values of the investigation quantity and priority proxy metrics would likewise indicate the locality is more important to the investigation process. The indicator values for this factor were then averaged and multiplied by the index. The result is that localities that were more important to DCSA’s investigations would have a lower final adjusted index score, whereas localities that were less important to DCSA’s investigations would increase their rank and receive a higher final adjusted index score. The final adjusted index scores highlight localities that could benefit from increased DCSA assistance and whose resulting improvement could have a higher impact on DCSA’s CHRI collection. The values of this score were ranked, providing the final overall rank for the localities.
Using the DAF

Overview

The DAF was developed in Excel. This approach enables DCSA to leverage a well-known software to interpret and unpack the data analysis. The DAF has ten interworking tabs that allow the user to access essential information. These ten tabs are:

- **Banner**: This tab states the title and authorship information.
- **License Agreement**: This tab describes terms of use.
- **Home**: This tab reproduces the information in this section to introduce the user to the tool and its purpose of aiding DCSA in making institutional priority- and data-driven decisions.
- **Scorecard**: The scorecard is the final view of the ranked localities based on the scored factors, ordered from most to least likely to benefit from DCSA investment. In addition, scores are broken out by factor to allow the user to identify which elements drive the overall ranking score.
- **Factor Settings**: DCSA can assign weights based on institutional priorities to the various factors accounted for in the tool. Each factor is weighed on a scale of 0 to 1, and the total sum of all weights must equal 1. This allows DCSA to customize the priority assigned to each of the different factor categories we identified, which can alter the overall rankings of the localities.
- **Indicator Settings**: This tab allows the user to assign weights based on individual indicator priorities.
- **Codebook**: The codebook helps to unpack the different data types included in the tool. Each indicator is defined by type, long name, short name, and a description of how it was calculated based on the raw data.
- **Calculations**: This tab provides the critical initial data used and includes the calculation and treatment described above in each sub-column.
- **Data Sources**: This tab provides the references for the data used in the tool.
- **Change Log**: This tab notes changes made to the tool.
One of the primary goals in developing this tool is to make it accessible and relevant to the work done at DCSA. The Excel-based DAF produces a scored ranking system that can help DCSA analyze and synthesize insights from their data sets to improve resource allocation and, ultimately, the overall clearance process by identifying localities that might need additional support.

Visualizing the Data
To visualize the outcomes of our ranking system, we used a scorecard that reports the weighted factor score across each factor per locality, the DCSA adjustment value, the adjusted index score, and its associated comparative rank. The weighted factor score is the raw factor score multiplied by the weight assigned in the factor settings tab. We then take these weighted factor scores, index them, adjust the index value according to the DCSA adjustment score, and finally rank each locality from a high score (i.e., the locality has a lower need for additional resources) to a low score (i.e., the locality has a higher need for additional resources).

Examining one row in the ranking system, we can see shading variance across cells. A darker colored cell indicates that the value of the locality exceeds the average value of that specific factor, and a lighter cell indicates that the value of the locality is lower than the average value of the specific factor. For example, if a state has an administrative burden score of 0.20 (as in Figure 3.2), and the average administrative burden score for the data set is 0.19, the state’s cell would be dark gray because it exceeds the threshold of 0.19. Conversely, if that state’s administrative burden score was 0.18, the cell would then turn light gray because it would be below the threshold of 0.19.

The scorecard has nine columns, including the column listing the localities (see Figure 3.3). Then there are the identified factor columns, the score for the DCSA adjustment value, the adjusted index value column, and finally a ranking column. Next to the matrix is a scale interpretation that shows that a lower rank and lighter color means fewer resources are needed and a higher rank and darker color indicates more resources are needed. Please note that the rank system includes data only for localities that we have in the database. Localities can be tied for the same rank.
### FIGURE 3.2
Weighted Factor Score, Indexing, and Ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Administrative Burden</th>
<th>Systematized Barriers</th>
<th>Legislative and Policy Complexity</th>
<th>Interaction with Federal Government</th>
<th>Structural Conditions</th>
<th>DCSA Adjustment</th>
<th>Adjusted Index</th>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State A</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>59.57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shading code: over factor average = dark, under factor average = light

### FIGURE 3.3
Overview of the Scorecard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Administrative Burden</th>
<th>Systematized Barriers</th>
<th>Legislative and Policy Complexity</th>
<th>Interaction with Federal Government</th>
<th>Structural Conditions</th>
<th>DCSA Adjustment</th>
<th>Adjusted Index</th>
<th>Overall Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State A</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>59.57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State B</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>53.70</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State C</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>53.63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State D</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>53.55</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State E</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>53.31</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State F</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>52.80</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State G</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>52.41</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State H</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>52.29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State I</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>51.54</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State J</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>51.08</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State K</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>50.46</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State L</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>50.17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State M</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>49.94</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State N</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>47.27</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State O</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>46.55</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighed factor values (raw scores values multiplied by the user-set priority weights)

Score that includes all factors, plus DCSA adjustment

Rank (high to low)
Each of the five factors in Figure 3.4 is assigned a priority by the user in the third column; the DCSA adjustment has a separate weighting table that is independent of the factor weight settings. The first column shows the full name and abbreviation of each factor. The second column consists of the indicators that are included in the factor. The third column allows users to select the priority they want to assign the factor, which is displayed as a percentage in the final column.

Figure 3.5 shows a cluster of calculations for a single indicator, Rural (the short name for Rural Population), in the Calculations tab of the tool. The first column in the cluster is the data entry column, colored yellow in Figure 3.5. The next column is the normalized Rural score, labeled as Ruraln. The final column is the weighted and normalized score (according to the setting chosen in the Indicator Setting tab), labeled in Figure 3.5 as RuralnW. Each cluster is collapsible to the final normalized and weighted score value. The Calculations tab is intended to allow for specific changes.

### FIGURE 3.4

**Overview of the Factor Weighting Schema**

#### Factor Weight Settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Normalized Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Burden (AB)</td>
<td>Repository receives final case dispositions from local prosecutors&lt;br&gt;Rap sheet performance&lt;br&gt;Ofi and release arrests without fingerprints&lt;br&gt;Has authority for executing, sealing, or setting aside convictions&lt;br&gt;Receipt of court dispositions by automated means</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematized Barriers (SB)</td>
<td>Locality maintains a warrant file&lt;br&gt;Locality collects charge-tracking information (interim dispositions) on the criminal history record to show case status through the criminal justice process&lt;br&gt;Locality posts indictment information to the criminal history record&lt;br&gt;Locality maintains a statewide citation file&lt;br&gt;Locality maintains a protection order file</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative and Policy Complexity (LP)</td>
<td>Fees associated with criminal history reports for local/state criminal justice agencies&lt;br&gt;Protection orders (PO) entered into NIOC&lt;br&gt;Currently employing Rapid ID&lt;br&gt;Repository conducts internal audits of data quality&lt;br&gt;Repository attempts to locate missing disposition information before responding to fingerprint-based noncriminal justice inquiries&lt;br&gt;Felony flagging capability&lt;br&gt;Automatic record clearing</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction with Federal Government (GI)</td>
<td>CHRII retrievable through the Interstate Identification Index (III)&lt;br&gt;Nets participant (validated by DCSA)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Conditions (SC)</td>
<td>Locality Expenditure on Police&lt;br&gt;Total Crime</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### DCSA Adjustment Weight Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Adjustment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCSA Adjustment (DA)</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

NOTE: Yellow cells can be modified by users.
and updates to the underlying data set and to facilitate transparency with our analytic approach.

**Limitations and Future Work**

Although we incorporated the most recent data available during the study period, a basic limitation of this study is that some data points might have become outdated as localities evolve their CHRI policies and more data becomes available. During the study period, some DCSA data could not be incorporated into the tool because of poor data quality. Given the nature
of DCSA’s work, other data could not be included in this iteration of the tool because they are protected. However, future versions of the tool could include more sensitive information and a greater degree of aggregated data collection. There are likely greater opportunities to integrate additional data into the tool as DCSA capabilities and needs evolve.

Another major limitation of the DAF is that the data could be included only at the state level, as data were not publicly available or consolidated for the 18,000 LEAs across the country. Data are also often lacking for tribes and territories, including both Guam and Washington, D.C., which are highly relevant for DCSA BIs. Because of this limitation in local, tribal, and territorial (LTT) data availability, the DAF is intended to provide broad guidance rather than an in-depth understanding of how to improve the process of obtaining CHRI from local agencies.
CHAPTER FOUR

Findings, Recommendations, and Future Research

Findings and Recommendations

- DCSA’s CHRI collection is complicated by the myriad SLTT laws and policies regarding CHRI collection, maintenance, and sharing. In particular, different jurisdictions have different laws for expunging and sealing records, reporting arrests and dispositions, collecting fingerprints, and automatically clearing records.
  - Recommendations:
    - Improve data collection and enable cooperation by providing LEAs with access to federal funding and assistance that could be used to modernize criminal history data collection, management, and sharing capabilities. New data collection acquisition and management capability would directly support DCSA efforts to streamline, improve, and possibly accelerate personnel vetting processing.
    - Educate DCSA investigators on local CHRI laws and policies so they can address specific SLTT concerns with sharing CHRI.

- SLTT information exchange between SLTT LEAs and DCSA is critical to DCSA’s vetting process; unfortunately, many SLTT LEAs lack the personnel, knowledge, technology, or funding to enable compliance with their obligation to report CHRI in support of federal vetting.\(^1\) Outdated and outmoded reporting systems frequently slow or

\(^1\) See 5 U.S.C. 9101.
obstruct DCSA’s CHRI collection, and manual CHRI sharing could impose additional burdens on both LEA employees’ and DCSA investigators’ time.

- Recommendations:
  - Improve cooperation by providing LEAs with access to federal funding and assistance that could be used to modernize criminal history data collection, management, and sharing capabilities.
  - Provide training, education, and direct assistance to SLTT LEAs for the purpose of streamlining access to historical and future CHRI data.²

- The CHRI collection challenges that SLTTs face might be a product of SLTT laws and policies, the administrative burden the employees face in sharing CHRI, systemic barriers, government interaction through participation in federal programs, and structural conditions. By focusing on the potential causes of insufficient CHRI sharing, DCSA would be better positioned to mitigate those specific collection issues. Additional information regarding the interactions of SLTTs with DCSA investigators (both staff and contractors) was not available to the researchers but would almost certainly improve the utility of the DAF.

- Recommendations:
  - Use the DAF to drive decisions on where intensified cooperation and application of federal resources could best mitigate CHRI collection issues and ultimately improve the efficiency and effectiveness of DCSA CHRI collection.
  - Collect data on SLTT-DCSA interactions for all DCSA investigators and update the data when challenges are resolved or new information becomes available. Ensure data quality and accuracy by implementing standards for entry.

² For more detailed recommendations on SLTT LEA education and training, see Ligor et al., 2022.
Future Research

In addition to the issues noted in the findings, recommendations, and conclusions noted above, there are additional areas in which we suggest further research is warranted and that would likely yield valuable results. For future DCSA studies, CHRI practices at the state, local, and territorial levels should be explored in-depth and should include criminal data repository systems, plans for updating existing systems, and collection of DCSA data to gauge how often local-level data are engaged in the overall BI process. Awareness of the LTT practices will enable DCSA to fine-tune its ability to collect CHRI.
### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFIS</td>
<td>automated fingerprint identification system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>background investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJS</td>
<td>Bureau of Justice Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCH</td>
<td>computerized criminal history</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRI</td>
<td>criminal history record information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>case management system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19</td>
<td>coronavirus disease 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAF</td>
<td>decision aid framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCSA</td>
<td>Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOJ</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSLTT</td>
<td>federal, state, local, tribal, territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Interstate Identification Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJIS</td>
<td>Integrated Justice Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>law enforcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEA</td>
<td>law enforcement agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LELO</td>
<td>Law Enforcement Liaison Office (DCSA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTT</td>
<td>local, tribal, and territorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAUT</td>
<td>multiattribute utility theory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MOU memorandum of understanding
NCIC National Crime Information Center
NFF National Fingerprint File (state-owned)
NGI Next Generation Identification
Nlets National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System
SEARCH National Consortium for Justice Information and Statistics
SLTT state, local, tribal, and territorial
UCN Universal Control Number (FBI)
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